We thank the reviewers for the opportunity to implement additional revisions in our manuscript (GIGA-D-19-00200) which has enabled us to further clarify and strengthen this research via amending figures and conducting further analysis. Please find below a point-by-point response to the reviewer comments.
1. The response to pt 1 -(why dRNA) is still largely unsubstantiated. The library prep time being cut in half is a slight advantage, but with cDNA we can start from less material (i.e. perform PCR). Multioperon sequencing could be shown from cDNA as easily as from dRNA -and the authors still haven't shown it. And the authors suggest RNA modifications could be detected, arguably the most unique advantage to dRNA seq in prokaryotes -but showed none of this. We recommend rewording rationale to avoid discouraging cDNA sequencing, especially since it is more practical for most applications at this pointand since the promised improvements for dRNA have yet failed to materialize from ONT, and cDNA yield is currently substantially better. Response: We agree and have run additional analysis to detect operons (co-expression of genes) using BEDTools intersect which can be found in the results section: "Several resistance genes were identified to be regulated by operons and co-expression was evident for oqxAB (1_GR_13, 16_GR_13), blaVEB-1:ant(2")-Ia:ARR-2 (1_GR_13), aadA1:sul1 (1_GR_13), rmtB:blaTEM-1B (1_GR_13, 2_GR_12, 16_GR_13), aph(6)-Id:strA (1_GR_13), sul2:aph(3")-Ib:aph(6)-Id (2_GR_12, 16_GR_13), ant(2")-Ia:blaVEB-1 (2_GR_12, 16_GR_13), aac(6')-Ib-cr:blaOXA-1:catB4 (16_GR_13), aadA2:sul1 (16_GR_13) and sul2:aph(3")-Ib:dfrA14 (20_GR_12) (Figure 2 ). Overall, various non rRNA genes were identified to be co-expressed (≥5 reads supporting gene intersect) across isolates (1_GR_13: 428; 2_GR_12: 310; 16_GR_13: 793; 20_GR_12: 442)." (Line 301-307). We have also uploaded the complete list of operons (including rRNA genes): "GIGA-D-19-00200_operons_+rRNA.xlsx". Unfortunately, there is currently no robust approach to detect RNA modifications using ONT direct RNA sequencing. The prior study by Garalde et al (2018) only interrogated one gene with a known modification and could compare to the same sequence lacking this modification (unmodified). The m6A and A-to-I editing modification can potentially be detected in recent studies (Workman RA et al (2019) https://doi.org/10.1038/s41592-019-0617-2. Liu H et al (2019) https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-019-11713-9), however, these studies also had an unmodified dataset for comparison. Generation of the unmodified dataset usually requires in vitro transcribed RNA or modification sites can be determined using immunoprecipitation sequencing. These approaches can be costly and time consuming to generate on a whole transcriptome scale. As this dataset has not been generated on our isolates, we are unable to accurately call RNA modifications and hence, why we have not included this in our study. We have reworded the conclusion to highlight some shortcomings of ONT native RNA sequencing: "The expression of resistance genes was successfully detected in addition to identifying genes potentially regulated via operons, however, native RNA sequencing incurs a slower time to detect resistance due to translocation speed. Once base-calling algorithms have been optimised, this could allow for a whole transcriptome interrogation of the poorly characterised bacterial RNA modifications." Line 423-427.
